Automatic evaluation of ram sperm morphometry.
This study was designed to develop a new method based on fluorescence microscopy and image analysis for the automatic assessment of sperm morphometry and to study separately the effect of drying and fixation on the parameters of head sperm morphometry in the ram. The study was divided into two experiments. In the first experiment, ejaculates from 25 adult males were collected using an artificial vagina, diluted and divided into four sample aliquots. The first was labeled directly with Hoechst 33342 (FRESH), and the others were processed as smears. Between smears, one group was directly labeled with Hoechst after air drying (DRIED), and the other were fixed either with glutaraldehyde (GLUT), or with methanol (MET), and labeled with Hoechst afterward. Digital images of the fluorescence-labeled sperm were recorded with a digital camera, and sperm heads were automatically captured and analyzed using the ImageJ program. The method used allowed a fast and automatic selection of most sperm heads for a given image with high precision. There was a general trend toward significant decrease in head length, width, area and perimeter of air-dried sperm compared with fresh sperm. On average, this decrease was of 4.1% in length, 4.3% in width, 9.1% in area, and 2.8% in perimeter. Between semen smears, fixation with glutaraldehyde significantly increased head sperm dimensions. The smears fixed with glutaraldehyde method is recommended for a more practical use than with fresh samples, providing better quality images than the other methods, and because the morphometric results obtained were more similar to the FRESH group than those of the DRIED and MET. In the second experiment, ejaculates from adult males were used to compare the sperm head morphometric results obtained with the new method developed (using the GLUT treatment as reference) with a more conventional CASMA method (semen smears stained with Hemacolor and processed with the ISAS commercial software, HEM). The GLUT method allowed the analysis of 100% of sperm, whereas only 93% of sperm could be analyzed using HEM. Spermatozoa displayed a bigger size when processed with HEM than with GLUT method in all primary sperm head morphometric parameters. A significant correlation was observed between the two methods used in this experiment for all morphometric size parameters. The new method developed allows automatic determination of sperm head morphometry in a reduced time, which facilitates its use in routine semen analysis. It was concluded that the automation of sperm morphometry is feasible using fluorescence microscopy and image analysis and that the effect of drying and fixation was less important than previously stated.